VICTORIAN ABORIGINAL OBJECT(S)

COLLECTION NAME ________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Type of Collection
☐ Private    ☐ Museum
☐ Project ____________________________
☐ Other ____________________________

Date Collected   -   -   -

STATUS OF COLLECTION (Please indicate the date of activity)

☐ Retained by owner   -   -   -
☐ Analysed   -   -   -
☐ Transferred to Aboriginal community   -   -   -

☐ Transferred to Museum Victoria   -   -   -
☐ Stored   -   -   -
☐ Other   -   -   -

LOCATION DETAILS

Contact name ________________________________

Organisation ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City ________________________________ State ________________________________ Postcode ____________

Phone ________________________________ Fax ________________________________

E-mail ________________________________

COLLECTION CONTENTS

Stone
☐ Flaked stone
☐ Ground stone
☐ Pitted stone
☐ Unspecified stone
☐ Unworked stone
☐ Other

Faunal Remains
☐ Bone
☐ Bone artefacts
☐ Midden shell
☐ Shell artefacts
☐ Hair
☐ Skin/Sinew
☐ Feather
☐ Eggshell

Other Organic
☐ Wooden artefacts
☐ Seeds
☐ Wax/Resin/Bitumen
☐ Netting/Basketry
☐ Plant fibre
☐ Charcoal

Other Inorganic
☐ Metal
☐ Soil
☐ Glass
☐ Ochre
☐ Clay
☐ Ceramics
☐ Kopi/Gypsum

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Office Use Only

☐ VICTORIAN ARTEFACTS    ☐ ARTEFACTS OF INTERSTATE ORIGIN    ☐ ARTEFACTS OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN

Catalogue number: ________________________________ Storage location number: ________________________________

RETURN TO: The Heritage Registrar, Aboriginal Affairs Victoria, PO Box 2392, MELBOURNE VIC 3001
OBJECT LOCATION

1:100,000 map name and number

Primary Grid Coordinates:* □ □ □ □ □ □

* Coordinates must be presented using MGA/ GDA 94 datum

Northing

Easting Zone □ 54 □ 55

Specify how coordinates were derived:

□ GPS (specify type): □ Uncorrected □ Differential □ RTK
□ Direct survey using survey marks □ Surveyor’s report
□ Other

□ Estimated accuracy of grid coordinate +/- ____________ Metres

□ 1:25,000 map sheet
□ 1:30,000 map sheet
□ 1:100,000 map sheet

1:25,000/30,000 map sheet number: ________________________

Additional map/s: ________________________

Air photo: ________________________

LAND TENURE

Land Status: □ Crown □ Private □ Allotment and Plan # (Mandatory) __________
□ Volume/ Folio __________
□ Property address __________

Tenure type:

□ Commonwealth □ Company
□ State government □ Individual
□ Parks Victoria □ Catchment/Water Authority (Specify)
□ Local government __________
□ Road reserve __________
□ Other __________

Land owner/manager

Name __________________________________________

Address __________________________________________
(Not PO Box) __________________________________________

State ______ Postcode __________ Telephone # __________ Email: __________

Information from land owner/manager about the site (if any)

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

ACCESS

Access Requirements

□ 4WD required
□ 4WD required if wet
□ >30 minute walk from nearest road
□ Accessible with non-4WD vehicle
□ Other ______________
□ No difficulties

Access Restrictions

□ Contact Aboriginal community
□ Contact owner
□ Contact land manager
□ Guide required
□ Guide desirable
□ Other ______________
□ No restrictions known
DESCRIBE HOW TO LOCATE PLACE
(Start at known point - eg nearest town)

Map Prompts

- Insert annotated copy of a 1: 25,000 or 1:30,000 topographic map;
- Mark the location of the primary grid coordinates to locate Place (shown as a cross on the map);
- Scale;
- Mark survey marks or other permanent features used as reference points;
- North arrow to top;
- Nearest named place;
- Show activity area;
- Show the allotment number and boundary of the property;
- Survey area outline;
- Clearly identify features, roads, rivers etc. by labels on the map or by the use of symbols and the legend box;
- Use colour and use standard cartographic colour conventions;

1:25,000 or 1:30,000 Map Sheet Name and Number

DEScribe how to locate place
(Start at known point - eg nearest town)
LEGEND

Scale = 1:

Reference Points:
Reference Point 1
Reference Point 2
Reference Point 3

Add additional pages as appropriate (tick here if extra pages added) ☐